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THE STRUCTURE OF 0-E-UNITARY INVERSE SEMIGROUPS I:
THE MONOID CASE

by MARK V. LAWSON

(Received 27th August 1997)

This is the first of three papers in which we generalise the classical McAlister structure theory for £-unitary
inverse semigroups to those O-E-unitary inverse semigroups which admit a O-restricted, idempotent pure
prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse semigroup. In this paper, we concentrate on finding necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of such prehomomorphisms in the case of 0-£-unitary inverse monoids.
A class of inverse monoids which satisfy our conditions automatically are those which are unambiguous
except at zero, such as the polycyclic monoids.

1991 Mathematics subject classification: 20M18 (18B40).

1. Introduction

Zeros cause problems in semigroup theory. For this reason definitions in the field
often come in pairs: a "definition" for semigroups without zero and a "O-definition"
for those semigroups with zero. Here "without zero" is shorthand for "without a
distinguished zero". Thus there are "simple semigroups" and "0-simple semigroups"
and "bisimple semigroups" and "0-bisimple semigroups".

The class of "E-unitary inverse semigroups" was without such a companion until in
1987 Maria Szendrei [31] introduced the class of "£*-unitary inverse semigroups",
which are precisely the "0-£-unitary inverse semigroups", the term we shall use in this
paper. An inverse semigroup with zero is O-E-unitary when any element above a non-
zero idempotent in the natural partial order is itself an idempotent.

The late recognition of the class of 0-£-unitary inverse semigroups is probably due
to the fact that £-unitary inverse semigroups have long been viewed as building blocks
for the whole class of inverse semigroups, and so there seemed no reason to deal with
a more general class of semigroups. In fact, £-unitary inverse semigroups are primarily
interesting because so many naturally occurring inverse semigroups are £-unitary. This
is also true of 0-£-unitary semigroups.

Elementary examples of 0-£-unitary inverse semigroups are £-unitary inverse
semigroups with a zero adjoined and all primitive inverse semigroups. More
interestingly, all polycyclic monoids on at least two generators are 0-£-unitary, a
property first noted by Meakin and Sapir [26]; the polycyclic monoid on one generator
is the bicyclic monoid which is £-unitary. Recently, and remarkably, the class of 0-£-
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unitary inverse semigroups has been enormously expanded with the advent of "tiling
semigroups". Johannes Kellendonk [10, 11, 12] has shown how to construct a 0-E-
unitary inverse semigroup from every tiling in W. Such semigroups are subsequently
used to construct invariants of the tiling important in mathematical physics.

These examples suggest that it is time to study 0-£-unitary inverse semigroups, not
as potential building blocks for other semigroups, but as an important and interesting
class of inverse semigroups in their own right.

There has already been some work in this direction. Gomes and Howie [7] studied
those 0-£-unitary semigroups which are categorical at zero. This assumption has the
effect of constraining the waywardness of the zero, and so enables the classical theory
of £-unitary inverse semigroups to be generalised relatively easily. In particular, 0-E-
unitary inverse semigroups which are categorical at zero admit a O-restricted
idempotent pure homomorphism to a primitive inverse semigroup. However, it is a
very strong assumption. No polycyclic monoid on two or more generators satisfies it
nor do Kellendonk's tiling semigroups. Furthermore, the polycyclic monoid on two or
more generators is congruence-free. This strongly suggests that homomorphisms may be
the wrong morphisms to use in the general case.

We need a different approach which will contain as many naturally occurring
examples of 0-£-unitary semigroups as possible. To discover how to do this, let me
briefly recall the two important elements of the classical theory of E-unitary inverse
semigroups [29]:

1. An inverse semigroup S is £-unitary if, and only if, there exists a surjective,
idempotent pure homomorphism to a group.

2. There is a structure theory for idempotent pure homomorphisms which enables S
to be described in terms of "McAlister triples". This is McAlister's P-theorem.

Any generalisation of the classical theory will have to generalise each of these two
elements. The key to my generalisation is an analysis of the first element.

Our comments earlier suggest that we should abandon homomorphisms and look
instead for a wider class of functions which are nevertheless close enough to
homomorphisms to be tractable. There were two clues to the nature of these functions.
Firstly, although the polycyclic monoid on two generators does not admit any (group)
congruences it is easy to find prehomomorphisms to groups, indeed there is a 0-
restricted, idempotent pure prehomomorphism to the free group on two generators.
Secondly, in Kellendonk's theory of tilings it is the O-restricted prehomomorphisms
which are the main morphisms considered. Before continuing let me remind the reader
of the salient definitions.

A function 9 : S -> T is said to be a prehomomorphism if 9{xy) < 9(x)9(y) for all
x, y e S. It is said to be O-restricted if 0~'(O) = {0}, and it is said to be idempotent pure
if 0(x) an idempotent implies x is an idempotent.

Terminology. I shall often refer to O-restricted, idempotent pure prehomo-
morphisms as "suitable".
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Thus the central task of the first two papers in our trilogy can now be stated: we
shall investigate the existence and behaviour of suitable prehomomorphisms from 0-£-
unitary inverse semigroups to primitive inverse semigroups. In this paper we shall deal
solely with the simpler case of O-E-unitary inverse monoids and tackle the more
complicated general case in the next paper.

What then of the second element? Here we were lucky. I have already developed a
theory of idempotent pure prehomomorphisms based on Ehresmann's maximum
enlargement theorem [13, 14, 15, 16]. For this reason, I shall deal with this theory in
the third paper in the sequence.

In the recent preprint [3], the authors have also recognised the need to replace
homomorphisms by more general maps. They use what they term "semihomo-
morphisms". In fact, these are prehomomorphisms. However, their paper assumes that
a 0-£-unitary inverse semigroup is already equipped with a suitable prehomomorphism
to a 0-group. Thus their paper is essentially concerned with a special case of the second
part of the program outlined above.

The paper is divided into two sections. In Section 2, the essential ideas of my
approach are introduced without the technical apparatus by concentrating on 0-
bisimple inverse monoids. I show that a 0-£-unitary O-bisimple inverse monoid admits
a suitable prehomomorphism if, and only if, the 7^-class containing the identity can be
embedded in a group. These results are then systematically generalised to arbitrary 0-
£-unitary inverse monoids in Section 3.

I would like to thank Johannes Kellendonk of the T.U. Berlin for numerous
conversations on the structure of 0-£-unitary inverse semigroups, and Vicky Gould
and John Fountain of the University of York, England for some helpful remarks.

2. A special case: O-bisimple inverse monoids

The aim of this section is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence
of a suitable prehomomorphism from a 0-£-unitary O-bisimple inverse monoid to a
primitive inverse semigroup (Theorem 8). The theory is then illustrated by applying it
to the polycyclic monoids.

We begin by recalling the standard properties of prehomomorphisms we shall need.
Recall that the restricted product (also called the "trace product") is a partial binary
operation defined in any inverse semigroup as follows: x • y exists and is equal to xy
precisely when x~1x = yy~l. An important property of restricted products which is
readily checked is that

x • yCy and x • yiZx.

The proofs of the following may be found in [24] and [25].

Proposition 1. If 9 is a prehomomorphism from S to T then the following hold.

(i) 0(s-') = 0(s)-' for all s e S.
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(ii) 9 preserves the restricted product.

(iii) Ifx~lx< yy~l or yy~l < x"'x then 9(xy) = 9(x)9(y).

(iv) 9 preserves the natural partial order.

(v) 9 maps C-related (resp. It-related) elements to C-related (resp. It-related)
elements.

(vi) 9 is idempotent pure if, and only if, all restrictions of 9 to C-classes (resp. It-
classes) are injective.

Property (iii) above plays a crucial role in our work.
The exact relationship between prehomomorphisms and homomorphisms is

described by the following result. It is a consequence of Proposition 1 and the fact that
every product xy can be written in the form xy = (xe) • (ey) where e — x~*xyy~l.

Proposition 2. A function 9 : S —> T between inverse semigroups is a prehomo-
morphism if, and only if, it preserves the restricted product and the natural partial
order. A prehomomorphism is a homomorphism precisely when 9{ef) = 9(e)9(f) for all
idempotents e, f e S.

The classical structure theory of 0-bisimple inverse monoids due to Clifford [4],
Reilly [30] and McAlister [23] tells us that the properties of a 0-bisimple inverse
monoid are completely determined by the properties of the 7^-class containing the
identity. Theorem 3 below summarises some aspects of this relationship. The proofs
are included because they are the basis of my generalisation to arbitrary 0-£-unitary
inverse monoids in Section 3.

Terminology. In this section I shall use the term "CRM-monoid" (named after
Clifford, Reilly and McAlister) to mean a right cancellative monoid with the property that
any two principal left ideals are either disjoint or intersect in a principal left ideal.

Theorem 3. Let S be a 0-bisimple inverse monoid with identity 1 and put C — Rx.

(i) C is a CRM-monoid.

(ii) If a,b e C then aC(S)b if, and only if, there is an invertible element u e H} such
that a = ub.

(iii)

(iv) Let a, b,c,de C. Then b~]a = d~]c if, and only if, there is an invertible element
u e Ht such that a = uc and b — ud.

(v) b~xa is an idempotent if, and only ifa = b.

(vi) Let x = ft"1 a and y = d~xc. Then x<yif, and only if, b — pd and a = pc for some
peC.
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Proof, (i) First note that C contains the idempotent 1 and so is non-empty. Let
a,b e C. In particular bill. But H is a left congruence so that abiZal = a and a1Z\.
Thus aVRA. Hence C is closed under multiplication and so it is a monoid with identity
1. Now suppose that ac = be where a,b,c e C. Then acc~l = bcc~\ But cc~x = 1, and
so a = b, hence C is a right cancellative monoid.

Before proving the assertion on the behaviour of the principal left ideals under
intersection, we first prove that Cx = SxflC for all x e C. Let y e Sx D C. Then yR\
and y = sx for some s e S. Thus y — (yx~')x. But

yx'^yx"1)"1 = yx~xxy~x = sxx^xx^s'1 = sxx~'s~' = yy~x = 1

and so yx'] e C. Hence y e Cx.
Conversely, let y e Cx. Then y — ax where a e C. Clearly y € Sx. Also

yy'x = (ax)(ax)"' = axx~la~x = aa'x = 1

so that yeC. Thus yeSxnC.
It remains to prove that if Ca D Cb is non-empty for any a,beC then there exists

C G C such that CaC\Cb = Cc. It is easy to check that SxnSy — Sx~lxy~]y for all
x, y G S. Thus

CxC\Cy = S(x~lxy-ly) n C.

The righthand-side is empty precisely when x~'xy~'y = 0; to see this, suppose first that
x~*xy~ly is non-zero. Then there exists z e Lx-\xy->y n C, since S is 0-bisimple, in which
case

CxnCy = SzCiC= Cz,

and is non-empty. Conversely, suppose that w e Sx~'xy~ly D C. Then w(x"'xy"'y) = w
and will. Since 1 is non-zero, w must be non-zero. But then x~xxy~^y must be
non-zero.

(ii) If aCb then a~xa = b~^b. Thus a = aa"'a = a(b~]b) = (ab~x)b. But ab~x is a
restricted product and so it is W-related to 1. The converse is clear.

(iii) Let x G S\{0}. Then xVl and so xCaill for some a e S\{0}. Thus x~'x = a~xa
and aa~x — 1. In particular, a e C. Thus

x = xx"'x = x{a'xa) = (xa~')a = (ax~l)~xa.

But

(ax-'Xax"1)"1 = ax-'xa"1 = a(cTxa)a-x = 1.

If we put b = ax~x then we have shown that a,b e C and x = b~xa.
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(iv) Suppose that b~xa = d~xc. Then bCd, and so there is an invertible element
u e H, such that b = ud. Now

a = aa~xa — bb~xa = bd'xc = uc.

The converse is clear.

(v) Suppose that b~xa is an idempotent. Then ba~xba~x = ba~x. It is straightforward
to show that a = ab~xa and so ab~'b — b. Thus b < a. But a7£b and so a = fc.

(vi) Suppose that x < y. Then x = xx']y. From which we obtain a = (bd~x)c. Put
p = W 1 . Then aa~x — pc(pc)~x — pcc~]p~* = pp~]. Thus p 6 C. Also £r'fr < d~xd and so
pd = bd~ld = b. The converse is clear. •

The following result, which may be deduced from [23] and [30], contains the
essentials of the classical theory of 0-bisimple inverse monoids.

Theorem 4. For every CRM-monoid C there is a 0-bisimple inverse monoid S such
that C = /?,, which is unique up to isomorphism.

The /?,-class of a 0-bisimple inverse monoid determines the structure of the monoid
as a whole. In particular, O-E-unitary bisimple inverse monoids have a characterisation
in these terms which is important for our work.

Theorem 5. Let S be a 0-bisimple inverse monoid. Put C = Rt. Then S is 0-E-unitary
if, and only if, C is a cancellative monoid.

Proof. Let S be 0-£-uni tary and let ca — cb where a,b,ce C. Then c~xca = c~lcb
and so

a~lc~lca = a~'c~lcba~l < a~lb.

Suppose that a~xc~lca — 0. Then 0 = aa~sc~]caa~x — c~xc, which implies that c = 0, a
contradiction. Thus a~xc~xca is a non-zero idempotent, and so a~xb is an idempotent/,
say, since S is 0-£-unitary. But then af = aa~xb — b and so b < a. By assumption
dRb, and so a = ft.

Conversely, suppose that C is cancellative. Let e < x where e is a non-zero
idempotent. Then by Theorem 3, we can write e = a~xa and x = b~xc where a,b,c e C.
Also by Theorem 3, there exists p e C such that (a, a) — p{b, c). Thus a — pb — pc. By
assumption C is left cancellative and so b = c. Thus x — b~xb is an idempotent. •

From the results above, we deduce that the theory of 0-£-unitary 0-bisimple inverse
monoids is inextricably bound up with the theory of cancellative CRM-monoids.

In the next two propositions, we shall find necessary and sufficient conditions
respectively for the existence of a O-restricted, idempotent pure prehomomorphism
from a 0-£-unitary, 0-bisimple inverse monoid to a primitive inverse semigroup.
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Proposition 6. Let 9 : S -> T be a suitable prehomomorphism from a O-E-unitary 0-
bisimple inverse monoid S to a primitive inverse semigroup T and put C = Rv

(i) The images of every non-zero element of S lie within a single (group) "H-class G
ofT.

(ii) The cancellative monoid C is embedded in the group G.

Proof, (i) Let e be any non-zero idempotent. Then e<\. Prehomomorphisms
preserve the natural partial order by Proposition 1 so that 9(e) < 0(1). Neither 9(e) nor
0(1) is zero since 9 is 0-restricted. But S is a primitive inverse semigroup, consequently
9(e) = 9(1). Hence all non-zero idempotents of S have the same image in T. If x is a
non-zero element of S then neither x~'x nor xx~' is zero and so 9(x~lx) =
9(1) = 9(xx~~l). However, prehomomorphisms preserve the C- and 7^-relations by
Proposition 1, and so 0(x)H9(\).

(ii) Putting G = H0(l), the prehomomorphism restricts to a function from C to G.
It is injective because 6 is idempotent pure and so injective when restricted to 7£-classes
of S by Theorem 1. If a, b e C then we always have a~la < bb~] = 1, and so 9 is a
homomorphism when restricted to C by Theorem 1. Thus C is homomorphically
embedded in G. •

A necessary condition for the existence of a suitable prehomomorphism is therefore
that the 7^-class containing the identity be embeddable in a group. We shall now show
that this is also sufficient.

Proposition 7. Let S be a O-E-unitary inverse monoid with the property that C = Rt

can be embedded in a group. Then there exists a O-restricted idempotent pure pre-
homomorphism from S to a primitive inverse semigroup. Moreover, the primitive inverse
semigroup can be chosen to be a group with zero adjoined (a 0-group).

Proof. Let 4> be an embedding of C into a group G. We define a function
9 : S -> G° as follows: 0(0) = 0 and if x e S is non-zero and x = b~xa where a,b 6 C
then define 9(x) = </>(fc)~'0(a). To prove that 9 is well-defined, suppose that

x = b~xa = d~xc.

By Theorem 3 there is an invertible element u e C such that b = ud and a = uc. Thus

'tfa) = <j>(ud)-x4>(uc) = (<t>(u)<t>(d)yl<t>(u)<Kc) - W

and so 9(x) is defined independently of its representation.
The function 9 is O-restricted by virtue of its definition. Observe that all non-zero

idempotents of S are mapped to the identity of G°. Now suppose that 9(x) = 1. Let
x = b~xa. Then
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Thus <p(a) = 4>{b). But 0 is injective and so a — b and x is an idempotent.
It remains to prove that 9 is a prehomomorphism. We shall do this by showing that

9 preserves the natural partial order and the restricted product. Let x,yeS be non-
zero elements, where x = b~la and y — d~lc. Suppose that x < y. Then a = pc and
b — pd for some p e C by Theorem 3. Thus

<t>{c) = 9(y).

It is now clear that 9 preserves the natural partial order.
Suppose that xy is a restricted product where x — b~la and y = d~lc. Then

a'1 a = d~ld so that there exists an invertible element u & C such that a — ud. Thus

xy = b~lad~xc = b~xudd~xc = b~\uc).

Thus

9(xy) = (Kbyl<t>(uc) = <Kby'<Ku)<l>(c)

and

e(X)9(y) = m-'mm-'m = <j>(brl<Ku)<t>(cy

Hence 9 preserves the restricted product. •

We may summarise the results of Propositions 6 and 7 as follows.

Theorem 8. Let S be a O-E-unitary 0-bisimple inverse monoid. Then S admits a 0-
restricted, idempotent pure prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse semigroup if, and
only if, i?, can be embedded in a group.

If a 0-£-unitary 0-bisimple inverse monoid admits a suitable prehomomorphism then
we would like to find a canonical such prehomomorphism. To do this we need the
concept of the "fundamental group" of a monoid [22].

Theorem 9. For every monoid M there exists a group U(M) and a monoid
homomorphism t\ : M —*• U(M) such that r\(M) generates U(M) and for every homo-
morphism 9 : M —*• G to a group G such that 6(M) generates G there exists a unique
homomorphism 6' : U(M) —> G such that 6'rj — 9.

The group U(M) is called the fundamental group of the monoid M. The key result
from our point of view is the following. Whether a monoid M can be embedded in a
group or not is controlled by the homomorphism r\ : M -*• U(M). The proof of the
following is straightforward or may be found in [5].
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Proposition 10. A monoid M can be embedded in a group if, and only if, it is
embedded in U(M) by rj.

Let S be a 0-bisimple 0-£-unitary monoid with the property that Rt is embedded in
G = U(R}) by r\. Let /?: S ->• G° be the suitable prehomomorphism constructed from n
by means of Proposition 7. It is characterised by the following property.

Theorem 11. Let 9 : S —*• T be any suitable prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse
semigroup T such that the image of 9 generates T. Then there is a unique 0-restricted
prehomomorphism 9* : G° -»• T such that O'P — 9.

Proof. By Proposition 6, the primitive inverse semigroup T must be a group with
zero, H°, say. Also by Proposition 6, 9 must restrict to an embedding of Rt in H.
Because every non-zero element of S can be written as a product of the form b~]a
where a, b e R, by Theorem 3 it follows that the image of (6 | R,) generates H. Thus by
Theorem 9, there exists a unique group homomorphism 9* : G -*• H such that 0'n —
(9 | Rt). We may extend 9' by defining 9'(0) = 0. In this way, we obtain a 0-restricted
(pre)homomorphism from G° to H°.

We now check that 0*/? = 9. Let s e S be a non-zero element. Then s = a~xb where
a,beRx. By Proposition 7, we have that

which is equal to 9(a)~l9(b). But a~]b is a restricted product and 9 is a prehomo-
morphism and so 9(a~lb) — 0(a)~l0(b). Hence 0*()S(s)) = 0(s), as required. It is clear that
9' is unique with the stated properties. •

The above theorem reassures as that if a 0-bisimple inverse monoid admits a suitable
prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse semigroup then it possesses a universal such
prehomomorphism. This universal prehomomorphism would be a natural candidate to
replace the minimum group congruence in the case of inverse semigroups without
zero.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for embedding monoids in groups were
discovered by Mal'cev [6]. We shall not pursue this theory here. Instead, we shall
examine two examples of sufficient conditions. A proof of the first may be found
in [6].

Theorem 12. Let C be a cancellative monoid satisfying Ore's condition: for all
x, y e C there exist elements a,beC such that ax — by. Then C can be embedded in a
group; in particular, U(C) = rj^C)'1 r](C), and so is a group of fractions of C.

The above result enables us to understand why the existence of suitable prehomo-
morphisms for £-unitary bisimple inverse monoids is automatic.
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Theorem 13. Let S be an E-unitary, bisimple inverse monoid. Then the cancellative
monoid C = K, satisfies Ore's condition, and S admits an idempotent pure homomorphism
to a group. In particular, S/a is isomorphic to the fundamental group ofRx.

Proof. Since S has no zero the intersection of any two principal left ideals of C is
again a principal left ideal. Since S is £-unitary C is cancellative. Thus C certainly
satisfies Ore's conditions, and so possesses a group of fractions. The standard theory
of inverse semigroups informs us that the minimum group congruence a is such that
a" : S -*• S/a is a surjective idempotent pure homomorphism. Let n : C -*• G be the
embedding of C in its group of fractions. The corresponding prehomomorphism
fi : S -*• G is actually a homomorphism because there is no zero, and is surjective
because every element of G is of the form f/(a)~'»/(fc) for some a,beC. Thus a c ker(0)
since a is the minimum group congruence. However, by the universal property of fi
guaranteed by Theorem 11, there is a homomorphism (CT")* : G -*• S/a such that
(a*)*/} — a*, from which we deduce that ker(/?) c a. Thus G and S/a are isomorphic. •

Von Karger [9] discovered another class of cancellative monoids which can be
embedded in groups.

Theorem 14. Let C be a cancellative monoid satisfying the mediation condition: if
two principal left ideals intersect non-emptily then one is contained in the other. Then C
can be embedded in a group.

The above theorem and the simple theory I have developed so far can be used to
shed some light on the behaviour of polycyclic monoids [28]. To describe these results,
we need to recall some results on free monoids.

Let Z be any non-empty set called an alphabet. The set Z* of all finite sequences of
elements of Z is the free monoid on L under the operation of concatenation and with
the identity being the empty sequence, denoted by 1. Elements of Z* are called strings
over E. A typical non-empty element of Z* is thus of the form (x,. . . xn) where x, e Z.
The length of this string is n. Free monoids are cancellative. The free monoid on one
generator is isomorphic to the natural numbers under addition; the isomorphism maps
each string to its length. Let x be a string in Z*. If x = yz for some string y, then we
say that z is a suffix of x.

Define the following binary operation on Z*. Let x, y e Z*. Then

u if y = ux
1 otherwise.

In the case of the free monoid on one generator, this operation reduces to the
"monus" operation a — b which is zero if b > a and a — b otherwise.

The proof of the following is straightforward.

Lemma 15. Let x and y be strings in Z. Then Z*u n E*i> is non-empty precisely when
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either u is a suffix ofvorv is a suffix ofu. If this is the case, then (v\u)u = (u\v)v, and

S*u n Z*D = I.'(v\u)u = l.'(u\v)v.

The polycyclic monoids may now be described. Let n > 2 and let £ be an alphabet
with n elements. The polycyclic monoid Pn on n generators is isomorphic to the set
E ' x I ' U {0} with the following multiplication:

(x, y)(«, v) =
lO else

The element 0 is defined to act as a zero. For n = 1, let £ be an alphabet with one
element. The monoid P,, the bicyclic monoid, is £* x Z* with the multiplication above,
except that the zero is omitted. In view of the isomorphism between the free monoid
on a one-letter alphabet and the natural numbers, the bicyclic monoid can be regarded
as the set N x N with the product:

(a, b)(c, d) = ((c - b) + a, (b - c) + d).

We can now analyse the polycyclic monoids. Since the non-zero idempotents are
the elements of the form (u, u) and the natural partial order is given by

(«, v) < (x, y) & (u, v) = (px, py)

for some p e E ' it is evident that P, is is-unitary and Pn is 0-£-unitary for n > 2.
Consider the bicyclic monoid P,. The CRM-monoid here is (N, +). It is clear that Ore's
condition holds and the group of fractions of N is Z. Thus, as we know, there is an
idempotent pure homomorphism from P, to Z.

We shall now treat uniformly all polycyclic monoids Pn where n > 2. The CRM-
monoid here is the free monoid on n generators. This does not satisfy Ore's condition,
but it does satisfy the mediation condition of Theorem 14. In fact, we know already
that the free monoid on n generators can be embedded into the free group FGn on n
generators. Thus according to the theory developed in Proposition 7, we can define a
suitable prehomomorphism 6 : Pn-*• F(fn by 0(0) = 0 and 6(u, v) — red(u~'u) where
red(x) is the reduced string corresponding to x. Observe that the image of 6 generates
FGn because it contains all elements of the form 0(1, x) = x where x e Z. This map also
works in the case of P, because then 6(m, n) = n — m e Z. It is easy to check that

(m, n)a{p, q) •& n-m = q- p .

The results of this section have led us to consider those 0-£-unitary O-bisimple
inverse monoids S which admit O-restricted idempotent pure prehomomorphisms
0 : S -*• G° to 0-groups such that the image of 0 generates G°.
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3. Arbitrary inverse monoids

In this section, we shall obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a 0-£-unitary
inverse monoid to admit a suitable prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse semigroup
(Theorem 11).

0-bisimple inverse monoids can be completely described in terms of the right
cancellative monoid R, which is a CRM-monoid. The analogue of such monoids for
arbitrary inverse monoids we call "CRM-categories". Before defining these, we begin
by recalling the definition of a "category" regarded as a generalisation of a monoid.

Let C be a set equipped with a partial binary operation which we shall denote by •
or by concatenation. If x, y e C and the product x • y is defined we write 3x • y. An
element e e C is called an identity if Be • x implies e • x = x and Ex • e implies x • e = x.
The set of identities of C is denoted Co. The pair (C, •) is said to be a category if the
following axioms hold:

(Cl) x • (y • z) exists if, and only if, (x • y)- z exists, in which case they are equal.

(C2) x • (y • z) exists if, and only if, x • y and y • z exist.

(C3) For each x e C there exist identities e and / such that 3x • e and E/ • x.

From (C3), it can easily be deduced that the identities e and / are uniquely
determined by x. We write e — d(x) and / = r(x). Observe that 3x • y if, and only if,
d(x) = r(y). If C is a category and e and / identities in C then we put

hom(e, / ) = {x 6 C : d(x) = e and r(x) = / } ,

the set of all homomorphisms from e to f or hom-set. We also put end(e) — hom(e, e),
the endomorphism monoid at e. A weak initial identity in a category is an identity 1 such
that hom(l, e) is non-empty for all identities e.

A pair of elements s and t in a category with a common domain will be said to be
completable to a commutative square if there are elements u and v such that us = vt.

An element x € C is said to be invertible or an isomorphism if there exists x"1 e G
such that x"'x = d(x) and xx~' = r(x). A groupoid is a category in which every element
is invertible. A groupoid is said to be connected if for any two identities e and / the
hom-set hom(e, f) is non-empty.

A category is said to be right cancellative if x • a = y • a implies x — y, and left
cancellative if a • x = a • y i m p l i e s x — y . A cancellative category is o n e w h i c h is b o t h
left and right cancellative.

We begin with a simple lemma. The proof is straightforward.

Lemma 1. Let S be an inverse semigroup with zero.

(i) SsC\St = Ss~xst~ltfor all s,teS.

(ii) Ss^st^t = {0} if, and only if st~l = 0.

(iii) For all s,teS either SsnSt — {0} or there exists weS such that SsHSt = Sw.
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A category C is said to be a CRM-category if it satisfies the following conditions.

(CRM1) C is right cancellative.

(CRM2) C has a weak initial identity.

(CRM3) Any pair of elements s,t e C with a common domain which can be
completed to a commutative square have a pushout.

We shall show that every inverse monoid with zero S gives rise to a CRM-category
C,(S). Our construction of the category C,(S) is a modification of one due to Leech
[20]. He constructs a category using all elements of an inverse semigroup. It is
important in our work that the zero be omitted. We then have to check that this is
possible and determine the properties of the resulting category.

Let S be an inverse semigroup with zero. Put

Ct(S) = {(s, e) e S x £(S): s~ls < e and s, e ^ 0}.

Define

d(s, e) = (e, e) and r(s, e) = (ss~l, ss~l)

and a partial product on C, (S) by

(st,/)if e = tt~\{s,e).{t.f)=. A r . ,
undefined else.

Theorem 2. (i) (C,(S), •) is a right cancellative category.

(ii) The isomorphisms in C,(S) are the elements of the form (s, s~'s).

(iii) Any two elements of C,(S) with a common domain which can be completed to a
commutative square have a pushout.

Proof, (i) We first have to show that if the partial product exists then the result
also belongs to C,(S). Suppose that 3(s, e) • (t, f). Then (s, e) • (t, f) - (st, f). By
assumption/ is non-zero. Suppose st = 0. Then s^stt'1 = 0. But s~ls <e — tt~\ so that
s~lstt~l = s~ls. Hence s~ls = 0 which implies s = 0, a contradiction. Thus st is also
non-zero. Observe that

(st)~\st) = r^s^s)! < rxet < rh </.

Thus (st, f) e CfiS) and the product is well-defined.
Observe that 3(s, e) • (t, f) precisely when d(s, e) — r(t, / ) . It is now a simple matter

to show that (C,(S), •) is a category with identities {(e, e): e e £(S)\{0}}.
To show that (Ct(S), •) is right cancellative. Suppose that
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(s,e)(t,f)=(u,i)(t,f).

Then (st, f) — (ut, f) so that st = ut. Thus stt~l — utt~l. But e = «"' = i and s^s, M"'W < e.
Hence s = u and e = i, and so (s, e) = (u, i)-

(ii) Observe first that the products (s,s~ls) (s'^ss'1) and (s"1, ss'1) • (s, s"1 s) are
defined, and that

(s, s~'s) • (s~\ ss~') = (ss~l,ss~l) = r(s, s"'s),

and

(s~\ ss~') • (s, s~ls) = (s~ls, s~ls) = d(s, s"'s).

Thus (s,s"'s) is invertible with inverse (s~',ss~'). Conversely, suppose that (s,e) is an
invertible element. Then there exists an element (t, f) such that (s, e) • (t, f) and
(£, / ) • (s, e) are defined and

(s, e) •(( , / ) = r(s, e) and (t, / ) • (s, e) - d(s, e).

Thus

(st, f) — (ss~l, ss'1) and (ts, e) = (e, e).

Then e = tt~\ f — ss'1, st = ss~l and ts — e. From st = ss~l we obtain sts = s. From
ts = e we obtain tst = et = t f ' t = t. Thus t = s"1. Hence e = s"'s.

(iii) Let (s, e) and (t, e) be a pair of elements of CX(S) with a common domain. We
suppose additionally that there are elements (u, ss'1) and (v, ft"') such that

(u, ss~l)(s, e) - (v, trl)(t, e).

Thus us = vt, and so SsnSt ^ {0}. By Lemma 1, SsnSt = Sw where w = s"'st"'t. Put
a = t^ts'* and fe = s~'st"'. Then w — as = 6t, and

a~'a < ss"1, b~lb < tt~l and aa~' = bb~l.

Thus (a, ss"1) and {b, tt~l) are well-defined elements of C,(S) and r(a, ss"1) = r(b, tt"1).
Also

We shall show that the pair (a.ss'^yib.W1) is a pushout of the pair (s, e), (t, / ) .
Suppose that
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Then xs = yt = cw for some ceS such that c~l c < aa~l — bb~l. But then
xs = cw = cas and so xss~x = cass~x . Hence x — ca. Similarly, y = cb. The pair (c, aa~x)
is a well-defined element of C{(S) and

(x, ss~]) — (c, aa~])(a, ss~x) and (y, tt"1) = (c, aa~x){b, tt~x).

The element (c, ad~x) is unique with these properties by right cancellation. •

If S = {0} then C,(S) is the empty category; this causes no problems.
The proof of the following is straightforward.

Corollary 3. Let S be an inverse semigroup with zero, such that st = 0 implies s — 0
or t — 0. Then C\(S) has pushouts of all pairs of elements with a common domain.

If S is an inverse monoid with zero, then the element (1, 1) of Ct(S) is a weak initial
identity, since for every identity (e, e) in C,(S), the pair (e, 1) is an element of C,(S).

Theorem 4. For every inverse monoid with zero S, the category C,(5) is a CRM-
category.

O-E-unitary inverse monoids can be characterised in terms of the properties of the
category C,(S).

Theorem 5. Let S be an inverse monoid with zero. Then S is O-E-unitary if, and only
if, C, (S) is a cancellative category.

Proof. Let S be 0-£-unitary and suppose that

Then ab — ac. Thus w = a~lab = a~lac and so w < b, c. Hence w~lw < b"'c. Suppose
w~'w = 0. Then ab = 0, a contradiction. Thus w~]w is a non-zero idempotent and so
b~lc is an idempotent. But bile and so b~lb~R.b'xc. Thus b~1b = b~ic and so
b = bb~lc = c. Hence (b, f) = (c, / ) .

Conversely, suppose that Ct(S) is left cancellative. We prove that S is 0-£-unitary.
Let e be a non-zero idempotent and suppose that e < a. Then

(e, aa~l)(a, 1) = (e, afl-'Xaa"1, 1)

holds in C^S). Thus by left cancellativity (a, 1) = (aa~\ 1) and so a is an idempotent. •

Having shown how to construct CRM-categories from inverse monoids, we now
show how to construct inverse monoids from CRM-categories.

Let C be a CRM-category and let 1 be the weak initial object. Let C = [x e C : d(x) = 1}.
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If x e C then C • x = {a • x : a e C} is a subset of C. If x, y e C then the intersection
C • xC\C • y is non-empty precisely when x and y can be completed to a commutative
square; if (s, () is a pushout of (x, y) then s • x = t • y — z, say. We define
(y*x), ( x * y ) e C b y

z = (y * x) • x = (x * y) • y;

we also have that C-xdC-y = C-z.
Let x and y be a pair of elements such that r(x) = r(y). Then if u e C such that

3M • x (and so 3w • y) we write (u • x, w • y) — u • (x, _y). On the set of ordered pairs (x, y)
in C x C satisfying r(x) = r(y) define a relation ~ by

(x, y) ~ (x', / ) <» (x, j;) = u • (x', y')

for some invertible element u e C. Then ~ is an equivalence relation. Denote by
[x, y] the ~-equivalence class containing the pair (x, y). Let J(C) denote the set of all
~-equivalence classes with a zero adjoined; this latter point is another area of
difference with Leech's construction.

Theorem 6. Let C be a CRM-category. Define a product on J(C) as follows:

[(w * y) • x, (y * w) • z] if C • y n C • w ^ 0
[x, y]<8>[w,z] =

[ 0 else

and all other products equal to 0. Then J(C) is an inverse monoid with zero.
In the semigroup J(C) we have that

[x, y)~l = [y, x], [x, y\~] <8) [x, y] = [y, y], and [x, y] ® [x, y]'1 = [x, x],

the idempotents are all the elements of the form [x, x] for some x e C and the natural
partial order is given by

tx> y] ^ [w> A O (x, y) = u • (w, z)for some u e C.

The proof of the above theorem follows from my general theory of [17].
Put J'(C) = J(C)\{0}. The proof of the following is straightforward.

Theorem 7. Let C be a CRM-category in which any two elements with a common
domain have a pushout. Then the product of any two non-zero elements of J(C) is non-
zero. Consequently, J*(C) is an inverse semigroup without zero.

We now spell out the exact relationship between inverse monoids and CRM-
categories.
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Theorem 8. Let S be an inverse monoid with zero. Then S is isomorphic to 7(C,(S)).

The above theorem follows from [17] or it can be proved directly by modifying Leech's
proof [20]. The isomorphism from S to J(CX(S)) is given by i(s) = [(ss~\ 1), (s, 1)] and
i(0) = 0.

We shall now formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a
suitable prehomomorphism from a 0-£-unitary inverse monoid S to a primitive inverse
semigroup. Observe first, that if 0 : S -*• T is a suitable prehomomorphism from an
inverse monoid S to a primitive inverse semigroup T, then the argument of Proposition
2.6(i) shows that the images of all non-zero elements of S lie in a single group W-class
of T. Thus it is enough to consider the case where T is a 0-group.

Proposition 9. Let S be a O-E-unitary inverse monoid with zero and let 6 : S ->• G°
be a 0-restricted idempotent pure prehomomorphism to a 0-group. Define F : Ct(S) -*• G
by F(s, e) = 0(s). Then F is a faithful functor.

Proof. The function F is well-defined because 0 is O-restricted and so if s is non-
zero then 9(s) is non-zero. To show that F is a functor, observe that if (e, e) is an
identity in C,(S) then 0(e) is an idempotent in G and so is equal to the identity of G. It
remains to check that products are preserved. Suppose that (s, e) • (t, f) exists in
CX{S). Then s~'s<e = tt~\ Thus by Proposition 2.1(iii), we have that 6(st) = 9(s)9(t).
Hence F«s, e)(t, f)) = F(st, f).

Finally, we show that F is faithful. Let (s, e), (t, e) e C,(S) such that d(s, e) = d(t, e)
and r(s, e) = r(t, e) and F(s, e) = F(t, e). The product s~lt is non-zero, otherwise
ss'^t'1 — ss~l = 0, a contradiction. Thus 9(s~lt) is a non-zero idempotent, and so, since
9 is idempotent pure, s^t is a non-zero idempotent. But silt and so s~lsTls~lt. Thus
s^s = s~]t and s = ss^t = t. Hence (s, e) — (t, e). •

A necessary condition for the existence of a suitable prehomomorphism to a 0-group is
that the corresponding CRM-category admit a faithful functor to a 0-group. We now
show that this condition is also sufficient.

Proposition 10. Let C be a cancellative CRM-category and let F : C -*• G be a
faithful functor to a group G. Then there is suitable prehomomorphism 8 : J(C) -*• G°.

Proof. Define 9([x, y]) = F(x)"'F(y) and 0(0) = 0. We begin by checking that 9 is a
well-defined function.

Suppose that [x, y] = [x't / ] . Then (x, y) — u • (x', y') for some invertible element u in
C. Thus

0«*> y)) = F(xylF(y) = F{u • x')"'F(M • / ) = F(x')"'F(/) = 0([x', /]) .

Thus 0 is a well-defined function. It is O-restricted by definition.
We now show that 0 is a prehomomorphism by showing that it preserves the natural
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partial order and the restricted product. Suppose that [x, y] < [x, y] in J(C). Then by
Theorem 6, there exists a e C such that (x, y) = a • {x', y). But then

0([x, y]) = 9[(a • x', a • / ) ] = F(a • x')"'F(a • / ) = F(x')-'(/) = 9([x\ /]) .

To show that restricted products are preserved, suppose that [x, y][x, y] is a
restricted product. Then y = u • x' for some invertible element u and so [x, y][x', y'] —
[x, u • y']. Thus

F([x, y][x', y']) = F([x, u • / ] ) =

and

F([x, ' |

It remains to show that 9 is idempotent pure. Suppose that 6[x, y] is an idempotent.
Then F(x)~'(» = 1 and so F(x) = F(y). But [x, y) 6 J(C) implies that 1 = d(x) = d(y)
and r(x) = r(y). Thus x and y belong to the same hom-set. However F is faithful, and
so x = y. Hence [x, y] is an idempotent. •

Since S is isomorphic to J(CX(S)) by Theorem 8, any faithful functor from C,(S) to
a group induces a suitable prehomomorphism from S to a 0-group. The construction of
suitable prehomomorphism is summarised in the following theorem.

Theorem 11. Let S be a O-E-unitary inverse monoid. Then S admits a O-restricted
idempotent pure prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse semigroup if, and only if, the
category C,(S) admits a faithful functor to a group.

The appropriate generalisation of the fundamental group of a monoid is the concept
of the "fundamental groupoid" of a category.

Theorem 12. For every category C there exists a groupoid U(C) and a functor
rj : C -»• f/(C) such that n(C) generates U{C) and for every functor 9 : C -»• G to a
groupoid G such that 9{C) generates G there exists a unique functor 9' : U(C) -*• G such
that 9'n = 9.

The fundamental groupoids of CRM-categories are rather special.

Lemma 13. Let C be a CRM-category. Then U(C) is a connected groupoid.

Proof. Let 1 be the weak initial identity of C. Then for every identity e e C there
is an element x e hom(l, e). Thus n(x) e hom(f/(l), r\(e)). But every identity in U(C) is
of the form n(e) for some identity e in C. Thus U(C) is a connected groupoid. •
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We now have the following

Theorem 14. (i) A CRM-category C admits a faithful functor to a group if, and only
if the functor r\: C -*• U{C) is faithful.

(ii) An inverse monoid S admits a suitable prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse
semigroup if and only if, n : C,(S) -*• l/(C,(S)) is faithful.

Proof, (i) Suppose that 9 : C -*• G is a faithful functor to a group. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that G is generated by the image of 6. Thus by Theorem 12, there
exists a unique functor 9* : C/(C) -*• G such that 6 = 9*n. Now let x, y e hom(e, f) where
r\{x) = r/(y). Then 0(x) = 6{y). But 9 is faithful. Thus x = y. Hence r\ is faithful.

Conversely, suppose that r\: C -*• U(C) is a faithful functor. By Lemma 13, U(C) is
a connected groupoid. Let G be any endomorphism group of U(C). Then from [8] there
is an equivalence of categories 0 : U{C) -*• G. But <t> is, in particular, faithful, and so
(j>t]: C ->• G is a faithful functor to a group.

(ii) By Theorem 11, S admits a suitable prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse
semigroup precisely when C,(S) admits a faithful functor to a group. The result now
follows by (i). •

If a O-E-unitary inverse monoid admits a suitable prehomomorphism then we would
like to find a canonical such prehomomorphism. We shall use the following result
from [8].

Theorem 15. Let G be a groupoid. Then there is a group G(G) and a functor
K\ G —*• G(G) such that if 9 : G —> H is any functor to a group then there exists a unique
functor 9* : £(G) - • H such that 9'K = 9.

The proof of the following is straightforward.

Proposition 16. A category C admits a faithful functor to a group if, and only if the
functor t = Kri:C^>- G(U(C)) is faithful.

Let S be a 0-£-unitary inverse monoid which admits a suitable prehomomorphism
to a 0-group. Then { : C,(S) - • £((/(C,(S))) = G is a faithful functor. By Proposition
10, C induces a suitable prehomomorphism from ./(C,(S)) to G°. Composing this
prehomomorphism with the isomorphism described after Theorem 8, we obtain a
suitable prehomomorphism /?: S -*• G°. It is characterised by the following property.

Theorem 17. Let 9 : S —>• T be any suitable prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse
semigroup T such that the image of 9 generates T. Then there is a unique O-restricted
prehomomorphism 9* : G° -> T such that 9'fl = 0.

Proof. We have already observed that T must be a 0-group, H° say. By Proposition
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9, 0 induces a faithful functor F : C,(S)->- / / . The definition of F implies that the
image of F generates H. Combining Theorem 12 and Theorem 15, there exists a unique
functor F* : G - • H such that F = F'£. Define 6: G° -+ H° to map 0 to 0 and to agree
with F* on non-zero elements. Then 0* is a well-defined (pre)homomorphism.

We now show that 0*0 = 0. By definition, 0(s) = flas"1, l)-'{(s, 1) and 0(0) = 0. Thus
for s / O w e have that

0*(0(s)) = F'(C(ss-\ l)-')F-(C(s, 1)) = F(ss-', l)-'F(s, 1).

But by Proposition 9, we have that

However, ss~' • s is a restricted product and so by Proposition 2.1 we have that
6(ss~l)8(s) = 0(s). Hence 0*0 = 0. It is easy to check that 0 is unique with the stated
properties. •

Now that the general theory has been clarified, we can turn to applications. We
begin by showing how the 0-bisimple inverse monoid case can be recaptured from our
general theory.

Proposition 18. Let S be a 0-bisimple inverse monoid. Then the category CX(S) is
equivalent to the monoid R{.

Proof. Put R = end(l, 1), the endomorphism monoid of C,(S) at the identity (1,1).
This monoid is isomorphic to Rt when we define 0 : R, ->• R by 0(a) — (a, 1). Let (e, e)
be any identity of C,(S). Because S is 0-bisimple and e is non-zero there is an element
seS such that e — ss~x and 1 =s~ls. The pair (s,s~]s) is an isomorphism in C,(S)
satisfying d(s, s^s) = (1,1) and r(s, s~ls) — (e, e). Thus R is a full dense subcategory of
C,(S) and so /?, and C,(S) are equivalent categories. •

Since equivalences are, in particular, faithful functors, it follows that Rt admits a
faithful functor to a group G precisely when C, (S) admits a faithful functor to a group
G. This is why the theory of suitable prehomomorphisms for 0-bisimple inverse
monoids simplifies to the consideration of the monoid /?,.

Next we turn to the classical case of £-unitary inverse monoids. For this we need
the category version of Theorem 2.12. The proof of the following may be found in
[32].

Theorem 19. Let C be a cancellative category satisfying Ore's condition: for all
x, y e C with a common domain there exist elements a,b e C such that ax = by. Then C
can be embedded in a groupoid; in particular, U(C) = tfiC)'1 t](C), and so is a groupoid of
fractions of C.
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We may now recapture the classical theory of £-unitary inverse monoids.

Proposition 20. If S is an E-unitary inverse monoid, then l/(C,(S)) is a groupoid of
fractions ofC{(S). In particular, C{(S) can be embedded in a groupoid.

Proof. By Corollary 3, any two elements of C}(S) with a common domain have a
pushout. Thus, in particular, C|(S) satisfies Ore's conditions of Theorem 19. •

It follows by Theorem 14 that every £-unitary inverse monoid admits a suitable
prehomomorphism to a group. We knew this already, of course. But by regarding E-
unitary inverse monoids as being within the class of 0-£-unitary inverse monoids, we
have a new perspective on why this is true.

Von Karger proved the following generalisation of Theorem 2.14.

Theorem 21. Let C be a cancellative category satisfying the mediation condition: for
any x,yeC such that ax — by for some a,b e C then either rx — y or sy — x for some
r,s e C. Then C can be embedded in a connected groupoid.

We shall now characterise those inverse monoids S for which Ct(S) satisfies the
mediation condition of Theorem 21.

Lemma 22. Let S be an inverse monoid. Then CX(S) satisfies the mediation condition
if, and only if, for all idempotents e, f e S if e and f have a non-zero lower bound then
e <f or f < e.

Proof. Suppose that C,(S) satisfies the mediation condition. Let 0 ^ i < e, f. Then
(i, e), (e, 1), (i, / ) , (/, 1) e C,(S) are all well-defined and (i, e)(e, 1) = (i, / ) ( / , 1). Thus by
the mediation condition either (e, 1) = (r,/)(/, 1) or (/, 1) = (s, e)(e, 1) for some
(r> / ) . (s> e) ^ C,(S). Thus e = rf o r / — se, and so ef — e or fe —f. Hence e <f o r / < e.

Conversely, suppose that the idempotent condition holds. We show that Ct(S) satisfies
the mediation condition. Let (x, i)(a, e) — (y, j)(b, e). Then xa = yb. Thus
(xa)fl-'a = (yb)b-]b and so (xa)'\xa)a-la = (xa)"'(yb)i»-'ft. Put i = (xa)"1 (xa)a~la. If i = 0
then (xa)a~]a = 0 which implies xa — 0, a contradiction. Thus i is a non-zero idempotent
and i < a~la,b~xb. Hence, a~la < b~]b or b~lb < a']a. Suppose that the former holds.
Then a~xa — a~xab~xb and so a — ab~]b. Consider the pair (ab~x,bb~x). It is easy to
check that this is a well-defined element of CX{S) and that (a, e) — {ab~\ bb~[)(b, e). It is
now evident that the mediation condition holds. •

Following Birget [1, 2] we shall say that an inverse semigroup is unambiguous except
at zero if the following two conditions hold:

(UA1) If Sa n Sb is non-zero then Sa c Sb or Sb c Sa.

(UA2) If aS n bS is non-zero then aS c bS or bS c aS.
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Because of the involution in an inverse semigroup it is easy to see that the above
two conditions are equivalent.

Lemma 23. An inverse monoid is unambiguous except at zero if, and only if, for all
idempotents e, f e S if e andf have a non-zero lower bound then e < / or f < e.

Proof. Suppose that S is unambiguous except at zero. Let i < e, f be a non-zero
lower bound of e and / . Then i e Se n Sf. Thus, by assumption, Se c Sf or Sf c Se.
Hence e <f o r / < e.

Conversely, suppose that the idempotent condition holds and that Sa D Sb is non-
zero. Then sa — tb^Q for some s,t e S. Hence

i = (say\sa)a~la = (sa)~\tb)b~l b

is a non-zero idempotent. Thus i<a~Ja, b~]b. Hence a~*a<b~xb or b~lb < a~]a.
Consequently, Sa c Sb or Sb c Sa. •

Combining the above two lemmas we have therefore proved the following.

Theorem 24. Let S be an inverse monoid with zero. Then S is unambiguous except
at zero if, and only if, C{(S) satisfies the mediation condition.

The polycyclic monoids are unambiguous except at zero. By Theorems 24, 21 and
14 we have proved the following.

Theorem 25. Every O-E-unitary inverse monoid which is unambiguous except at zero
admits a suitable prehomomorphism to a primitive inverse semigroup.
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